A two-part Notional Synthesis on Nanophotonics Fundamentals is being carried out: On the one hand, a rather novel depiction of the Fermionic Quantum Causality is being attempted. On the other hand, a Nanophotonic Response Encoder is being devised: Illuminated Electrons are the original Protagonists.
Primo: On Fermionic Quantum Causality
With respect to the Causality of the Fermi-Dirac Distribution Function ( ) e 1
leading to (1) through (6).
Easily verifiably, on the other hand, the Monoparametric Family of Con- Rate at which f(x) is changing (actually decreasing,
with Probability f lying between 0 and 1 for any bound Real x) is overlappingly analogous both to the Occupancy Degree of Current Energy Level and (in parallel) to the Non-Occupancy Degree of Current Energy Level.
Such a (Simulative) Quantum Specific Equipotently Dual Proportionality of f' to f and (1 -f), the Non-Linearity of DE (4) As Dirac, Fermi, Einstein, Feynman, and their Peers, would comment upon, Nature favours (Inherent) Functional Symmetries, the echo of some of which may be appearing perceptible through (Phenomenological) Physical Relationships of Admirably Concise Purity.
Secondo: On a Nanophotonic Response Encoder
In previous studies of ours, there has been traced an approximate analogy between the Photonic Dose β Rate of Change (dη/dβ) of the Persistent Photocarrier Sheet Density η and the Average Conductivity Carrier Mobility μ [4] , allowing for the expression of the Second Photonic Dose Derivative 
Upon which the solution of Equation (16) 
Conclusions
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